
Slope Fields
Nancy Stephenson
Clements High School
Sugar Land, Texas

Draw a slope field for each of the following differential equations. Each tick mark is one unit.

1.9=x+l
dx

2. il=2v
dx

^dv3. - =x+v&
4.9=2x

dx

-dv y
6. - =-:-dxxs. dY 

= v-l&



Match the slope fields with their differential equations.
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Match the slope fields with their differential equations.
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Fromthe May 2008 AP Calculus Course Description:
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The slope field from a certain differential equation is shown above. Which of the following could be

a specific solution to that differential equation?

(A) Y=*2 (B) y =e* (C) y=e'* (D) y=cos.tr (E) y=lnx

The slope field for a certain diffetential equation is shown above. Which of the following could be a
specific solution to that differential equation?
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16.

(A) Y=sinx (B) y=cos.r {C) y=x2 (D) y =l*3
6

(E) Y = lnx
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17. Consider the differential equation given by 4 =+
fic /.

(A) On the axes provided, sketch a slope field for the given differential equation.

(B) Letlbe the function that satisfies the given differential equation. Write an equation for the
tangent line to the curve y = f (*) through the point (1, 1). Then use your tangent line equation to

estimatethe value of f (1.2).

(C) Find the particular solution ! = f (x) to the differential equation with the initial condition

f (l)=1. Use your solution to find f {1.2).

@)Compareyourestimateof f (t.Z) foundinpart(b)totheactualvalueof "f (t.Zl foundinpart
(E) Was your estimate from part (b) an underestimate or an oyerestimate? Use your slope field to
explain why.

18. Considerthe differential equation given by *=;
(A) On the ar<es provided, sketch a slope field for the given differential equation.

@) Sketch a solution curve that passes tlrough the point (0, l) on your slope field.
(C) Find the particular solution y = f (x) to the differenfial equation with the initial condition

,f (o) = 1.

(D) Sketch a solution curve that passes through the point (0, -t) on your slope field.

(E) Find the particular solution y = .f (x) to the differential equation with the initial condition

,f (0) = -1.


